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“scI-Q”  3rd to 6th Grade SCIENCE“scI-Q”  3rd to 6th Grade SCIENCE

Everyday, billions of smartphones are  Everyday, billions of smartphones are  
used around the world.  Smartphones used around the world.  Smartphones 
 seem so complex.  Let’s look inside to   seem so complex.  Let’s look inside to  
see that the reasons they work are  see that the reasons they work are  
really easy to understand.really easy to understand.

The The IndIndēē Ed Project Ed Project  Non-Profit    Non-Profit  
Organization’s mission is to share  Organization’s mission is to share  
FREE easy Science Multimedia Content.FREE easy Science Multimedia Content.
To date, over 5 Million Free eBooks and  To date, over 5 Million Free eBooks and  
Videos given away to people in 60 Countries.Videos given away to people in 60 Countries.
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With this book, I understand and  With this book, I understand and  
appreciate the centuries of Science appreciate the centuries of Science 
that make my smartphone work.   that make my smartphone work.   
Wow!  Here are 7 Waves that  Wow!  Here are 7 Waves that  
enable my phone to be smart!enable my phone to be smart!

1)1) 2)2) 3)3)

4)4) 5)5) 6)6)

Smartphone - WavesSmartphone - Waves
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Smartphone 
- 7 Waves Summary

1) Sound                    2) AC                   3) EM

4) Radio                    5) Light                 6) Web Surf

7) OK-Waves7) OK-Waves

a) Read - ONE PAGER - Overview Picture
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Smartphones - with 7 WavesSmartphones - with 7 Waves
    Lesson PlanLesson Plan

PREPPREP
a) Read ONE PAGER.a) Read ONE PAGER.
b) Read  Lesson Plansb) Read  Lesson Plans
c) Watch the Videoc) Watch the Video
d) Read Teacher Guide.  d) Read Teacher Guide.  
 Prepare class presentation Prepare class presentation
e) Read, “Science of Smartphones” e) Read, “Science of Smartphones” 
 in the “Science Enlights” eBook in the “Science Enlights” eBook
f) Copy pages for the Students.f) Copy pages for the Students.

PRESENTATIONPRESENTATION
f) Present overview to the Students  f) Present overview to the Students  
 including ONE PAGER and Hand-outs. including ONE PAGER and Hand-outs.
g) Read the eBook together as a class.g) Read the eBook together as a class.
h) Do experimentsh) Do experiments
i) Watch the Video   i) Watch the Video   

POSTPOST
j) Students do “Try It” assignments.j) Students do “Try It” assignments.
k) Do “scI-Q Summary -Integrate Science”.k) Do “scI-Q Summary -Integrate Science”.
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b) Watch Video
Airplanes - 4 ForcesAirplanes - 4 Forces

ScienceScience
EnlightsEnlights

Douglas J. AlfordDouglas J. Alford

scI-QscI-Q

See the eBook, “Science Enlights”  See the eBook, “Science Enlights”  
for the Script of this Video.for the Script of this Video.

Smartphone Science
-VOOK
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1) Sound Waves

When we talk, the sound of our voices 
shake the air.   Sound Waves enter the 
microphone or mic.  Where sound  
changes into On or Off e-Bit Patterns.  

Sound  
Waves e-Bits
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DO - Shake Sounds

Try this! Stretch plastic wrap over a bowl. Make 
the top surface tight. Sprinkle dry rice over the 
top. Make noise.   See how sounds move the rice. 
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Voice
Vocal cords shake the air  
in a pattern of my voice.

Sound travels through the air, but not very far.
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DO - Cup Phone

Try this.  Poke small holes in two cups.  Push 
string through each hole and tie a big knot.  
With a friend, walk apart.  Keep the string 
tight.  One person talks and the other listens.  
Voice shakes the cup.  Sound waves travel 
down the string and shake the other cup.   
We hear with sound waves that  
are copies of our voices.
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DO - Noisy Phones
Purpose - Show that sound wave interfere as noise.

Materials.   - Cell phones with Music Apps

Steps.  1) Get multiple smartphones
 2) Ask the Students to play music on multiple  
      smartphones at the same time.    
  3) Teacher discusses that sound in a mechanical wave 
  which means that sound travels through the  
  air.  Multiple sound wave interfere with one  
  another.  We hear noise.

How do microphones Work?
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How do microphones Work?

Smartphone microphones or mics are sound 
sensor chips.  They change sound waves, like 
our voices, into digital e-Bits.

Smartphone mics are about the size of our little fingernail.

e-Bits Out

In

mic
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Recap - Electromagnet

When Electricity flows in a wire  
it makes a magnet, called an electromagnet. 

Electricity from the battery, flows  
in the wire coil.  This makes an  
electromagnet that attracts the metal clips.

How do we get back to sound?
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Speaker
The phone speaker  
changes e-Bits into Sound Waves.

Most smartphones have two speakers.  
One for voice and a bigger one for music.

Music speakers  
are about the  
size of thumbnails.
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Recap - Two Electricities

Battery (DC)

There are two types of electricity: DC in 
Batteries and AC in outlets.  Smart phones 
use DC electricity from batteries.  Later, 
we will see how smartphones use AC too.

Outlet (AC)
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2) AC Waves

Alternating Current or AC is electricity that  
changes or alternates the direction that  
electricity flows.  If this sounds confusing  
just know that AC is another type of  
electricity.  AC is important to smartphones.
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Alternating Current (AC) electricity is 
made by turning wire near magnets.
The wave shows the different 
strengths and directions as the AC 
flows.  AC flows back and forth over 
50 times a second.  Today,  AC is  
in our homes.  Soon, we see  
what it does in our cell phones.

 Make AC Electricity

Magnet

Magnet

Turning 
Copper
Wire

AC Electricity Wave
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In a cell phone, DC electricity comes 
from the battery.  Voice is changed  
into DC e-Bits.  A chip changes  
DC into different AC e-patterns. 

DC to AC

Next, AC changes into a type of EM Waves.
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To recap, when electricity flows, there 
is a magnetic field perpendicular to it.  
When AC flows, the electricity and 
joined magnets change many times a  
second.  Keep reading to see why  
this is important.

A cell phone works when  
AC changes into the next wave.

AC Electricity Wave

Magnetic
Field
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Frequency is the number of waves per second.
Different EM Waves have different frequencies.

3) EM Waves

To Recap, EM Waves have  
electrical and magnetic bits.  
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e-Bite-Bit

M-BitM-Bit
e-Bite-Bit

M-BitM-Bit



EM Waves - Spectrum

Different EM Waves have different  
wave lengths.  Gamma Rays are very  
short and Radio Waves are long.
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GPS EM Waves

Global Positioning Satellites or GPS uses EM Waves 
called microwaves.  Their wavelengths are longer  
than light and shorter than Radio Waves.
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4) Radio Waves

Land-line phones are connected by wires.   
Cell Phones are linked by R-Waves to Cell  
Towers and Ground Stations.  In the  
smartphone antenna, AC electricity  
changes into Radio Waves.   
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The AC Waves go to the cell phone  
antenna.  The antenna changes the  
AC into Radio Waves. 

AC to Radio Waves
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Different Antennas

Smartphones have different Antennas.  
Each one sends out EM Waves of  
different wave lengths.  That is, Cell, 
WiFi, BlueTooth, Internet, GPS Radio 
Waves all have different wave lengths. 
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Cell Tower

The cell phone Radio Waves  
go to a cell phone tower antenna. 
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Cells Connect

Different cell towers connect  
together to send our calls  
at the speed of light.  
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Cell Phone Summary
At the receiving cell phone, the antenna 
changes EM Radio Waves into e-Bits.  Chips 
send the e-patterns to the speaker.  DC 
moves an electromagnet that shakes the  
air.  The person I call, hears a copy of  
the sound of my voice.  Wow!  

As amazing as cell phones are, they are not smart. 
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DO - Many Cell Phones
Purpose - Show that EM Waves do Not interfere.

Materials.   - Cell phones making many calls

Steps.   1) Get multiple smartphones
  2) Ask the Students to make simultaneous cell phone 
    calls from the four corners of the room.
  3) Teacher discusses that the EM Waves from the 
   different cell phones do not interfere with each   
  other.  That is, multiple people can make cell phone  
   calls at the same time to the same cell tower.
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Question?

TRY THIS!  - Light Makers

What are the sources of Light?
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TRY THIS! - Light Makers

Answers

sun sun 

incandescent incandescent fluorescentfluorescent LEDLED

life lightlife light neonneon glowstickglowstick

What are the sources of Light?
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5) Light Waves

Look at a smartphone screen up  
close.  Each pixel point has Red,  
Green and Blue (R G B) parts.
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Smartphone Light

Chips send e-Bits to smartphone LED screens.   
The e-Bits flow from a higher energy to a lower 
energy material.  The pixels glow with R G B  
L-Bits of light.  Our eyes blend the separate 
Light Waves into the colorful pictures we see.

lightlight
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higherhigher
energyenergy

lowerlower
energyenergy

How an LED works.How an LED works.
L-BitsL-Bits

Light is how smartphones connect with people.



6) Surf-Wave Searches

R-Waves connect us to the Internet.   
We use Surf Waves to ask on-line  
questions and get real-time answers.    
It is so amazing to have so much  
organized info at our finger tips. 
Surf-Waves start in our own minds  
with questions.  Surf-Waves link us to  
vast data centers full of information.
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Surf-Waves

Smartphones use Surf-Waves to Search 
answers to our on-line Questions.  Surf-
Waves are what we call, how Search  
Engines (like Google, Bing and Yahoo) use 
spider-bots crawlers to Index the web.  
This organizes the www info so we can  
request a Search.  The Search Engine does 
the search and ranks the results.  Surf-
Waves are the interlinked software  
processes that enable quick, on-line Search!

S-Waves  
search the 
Internet to answer  
our questions.
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Recap K-Bits

To Recap, K-Bits are how computers 
breakup digital data and share  
them over the Internet.
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7) OK-Waves

K-Bits are pieces of digital data.  Surf-Waves 
are Internet Q and A’s for ourselves.   Smart-
phones link worldwide cell phones,  Internet  
and global people together.
On-Line Knowledge or OK-Waves are all  
of our cyber, digital content that we create.  
This includes our collective texts, documents, 
pictures, videos and social media posts. 

OK-Waves positively share Science worldwide!
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Share OK-Waves

Applied Science knowledge is wisdom.
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OK Waves Share Science
as World Wide Wisdom

May we share On-Line Knowledge and make  
Easy Science available to everyone worldwide.

With our OK- Waves may we share Science 
worldwide with equal access for everyone. 
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Smartphone- with 7 Waves

1) Sound                    2) AC                   3) EM

4) Radio                    5) Light              6) Web Surf

7) OK-Waves

Smartphone-Waves, ONE PAGER
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Conclusion,
Smartphones - with 7 Waves

0) Our smartphones work with 7 Waves.0) Our smartphones work with 7 Waves.

1) 1) In smartphones, our voice In smartphones, our voice Sound WavesSound Waves  
change into e-Bits and Radio  change into e-Bits and Radio  
Waves and back into Sound Waves again.Waves and back into Sound Waves again.

2) Batteries are DC electricity.  DC 2) Batteries are DC electricity.  DC 
e-Bits power chips.  DC e-Bits change e-Bits power chips.  DC e-Bits change 
into into AC Electricity Waves.AC Electricity Waves.  Antennas    Antennas  
turn AC Waves into Radio Waves. turn AC Waves into Radio Waves. 

3) 3) EM WavesEM Waves have electrical and   have electrical and  
magnetic bits.  Different EM Waves  magnetic bits.  Different EM Waves  
like Light and Radio Waves have  like Light and Radio Waves have  
different wave lengths.  different wave lengths.  
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4) 4) Radio-WavesRadio-Waves connect our  connect our 
smartphones together around the smartphones together around the 
world.world.

5) 5) Light WavesLight Waves glow on smartphone   glow on smartphone  
 screens to show us on-line  screens to show us on-line 
info.info.

6) With 6) With Surf-WavesSurf-Waves, we search , we search 
the Internet to answer our  the Internet to answer our  
questions.questions.

7) We share Science around  7) We share Science around  
 the world with  the world with OK-WavesOK-Waves..

Conclusion,
Smartphones - with 7 Waves



Recap,
Smartphones - with 7 Waves

0) Smartphones work with 7 Waves.0) Smartphones work with 7 Waves.

1) 1) Sound WavesSound Waves change   change  
 into DC e-Bits. into DC e-Bits.

2) DC e-Bits change  2) DC e-Bits change  
 into  into AC Electricity WavesAC Electricity Waves..

3) We learn that 3) We learn that EM WavesEM Waves    
 have electric and magnetic parts. have electric and magnetic parts.

4) AC Waves  4) AC Waves  
 change into  change into Radio WavesRadio Waves..

5) Smartphone screens  5) Smartphone screens  
 use  use Light WavesLight Waves..

6) Radio Waves connect smartphones 6) Radio Waves connect smartphones 
to the Internet.  We search the  to the Internet.  We search the  
Internet with Internet with Surf-WavesSurf-Waves..

7) We share Science worldwide  7) We share Science worldwide  
with On-Line Knowledge, with On-Line Knowledge, OK-WavesOK-Waves..
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scI-Q Summary
Smartphones with 7 Waves

Inside smartphones, sounds change into eBits.  Wavy  
bits of AC electricity turn into Radio Waves.  That  

travel through linked cell towers to the person receiving  
our calls.  They send back more Radio Waves.  In our smart-
phone, the Radio Waves change back into electricity.  Chips 

process e-Bits and change them back into sounds that we hear.
Data like text, pictures and videos are received  

as Radio Waves, changed into e-Bits, that  
chips use software to process.  The e-Bits go  

to the screen and change into light that we see.
Different smartphone Icons remind us that  
they were once separate objects before  

they become smartphone APPs. 

1) Sound                    2) AC                  1) Sound                    2) AC                  

 3) EM 3) EM

5) Light      5) Light         

4) Radio 4) Radio 

6) Surf6) Surf



TEACHER GUIDETEACHER GUIDE
Smartphones - WavesSmartphones - Waves
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1) Sound                    2) AC                   3) EM

4) Radio                    5) Light               6) Web Surf

7) OK-Waves

Most people on earth have smartphones.  They are Most people on earth have smartphones.  They are 
millions of times smarter than the computers that millions of times smarter than the computers that 
landed people on the moon.  Smartphones are hand landed people on the moon.  Smartphones are hand 
held.  But they put centuries of Science within our held.  But they put centuries of Science within our 
reach.  With seven waves, we see the Sciences that reach.  With seven waves, we see the Sciences that 
are the basic building blocks insides smartphones.  are the basic building blocks insides smartphones.  
This book also explores the interface between This book also explores the interface between 
smartphones and our own intelligence.smartphones and our own intelligence.
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SmartphonesSmartphones ii

With this book, I understand  With this book, I understand  
and appreciate the centuries of and appreciate the centuries of 
science that make my smartphone science that make my smartphone 
work.  Wow!  Here are 7 Waves work.  Wow!  Here are 7 Waves 
that enable my phone to be smart!that enable my phone to be smart!

1)1) 2)2) 3)3)

4)4) 5)5) 6)6)

7)7)

5) 5) SmartphonesSmartphones



Front CoverFront Cover

Written by Douglas J. AlfordWritten by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Joshua BugayongIllustrated by Joshua Bugayong

Science of Science of 
Smartphones!Smartphones!

Smartphonesii
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May smartphones May smartphones 
empower smarter people.empower smarter people.

Science of 
Smartphones!
- 7 Waves

Smartphones

© Copyright © Copyright Inde Ed ProjectInde Ed Project (Alford Books) (Alford Books)
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Smart Start

What makes our phones 
smart?  Let’s see the  
science inside land-line 
telephones, cell phones 
and then smartphones?

viii Smartphones
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Land-Line Phone

Land-Line Phones are named 
because they are linked in 
place by wires that provide 
power and also send and  
receive signals. 

We start with the word "telephone."

Smartphones
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Telephone

The word telephone means 
“far sound”.  Phones send  
my voice to someone else  
who is not near me.  

Smartphones
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WAVE 1) - Sound 

Shaking things make sound. 
Sound waves are energy  
that travel through the air. 
High sounds have many  
waves per second.  Low sounds 
have fewer waves per second. 

higher lower

Smartphones
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Shake

Try this! Stretch plastic wrap over 
a bowl. Make the top surface tight. 
Sprinkle dry rice over the top. Make 
noise.   See how sounds move the rice. 

Smartphones
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Voice
Vocal cords shake the air  
in a pattern of my voice.

Sound travels through the air, but not very far.

Smartphones
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Cup Phone

Try this.  Poke small holes in two cups.  
Push string through each hole and tie 
a big knot.  With a friend, walk apart.  
Keep the string tight.  One person 
talks and the other listens.  Voice 
shakes the cup.  Sound waves travel 
down the string and shake the other 
cup.  We hear with sound waves that  
are copies of our voices.

Smartphones
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Ears

Ears hear when sounds 
shake the ear drum. 
Other ear parts shake and 
make electrical patterns.
Nerves send the e-pattern 
signals to my brain.  

Smartphones
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Microphone
Microphones are like ears. 
Voice sound is turned in 
patterns of electricity. 
What is electricity?

Smartphones
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Electricity

Electricity is energy that 
flows.  Lightning is electricity 
that flows from sky to earth.

What is electricity made of?

Smartphones
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e-Charges 

Simply said, everything  
we see is made of atoms.  
Atoms have two charged 
parts: a positive center, 
circled by negative charges 
called electrons.  Electrons 
flow to make electricity.

Smartphones
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e-Patterns
Sound enters the land-line phone.  
The microphone changes it into  
electricity patterns of our voice.  

Smartphones



At first, people move connectors 
to different wires to route  
calls from senders to receivers.

11

Hand Switch

Next, phone numbers help route calls.

Smartphones
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The phone number is like  
an address on letters.  It 
tells where to send or route
the e-pattern copy of my 
voice to the person I call. 

Phone Number

On early land-line phones, I dial a  
phone number with my finger in  
the small circle and turning clockwise.

Smartphones



Next, electric machines  
move switches to send  
the voice e-patterns  
to the correct wires.

13

Auto-Route

Smartphones



Long Distance

14

Before phone calls could  
travel farther, a way to  
make the signal stronger  
is needed.  The V Tube is  
invented.  In 1915, the first 
telephone lines reach from  
sea to sea in the USA.  Soon, 
other countries do the same.

1915

How do V Tubes work?

Smartphones
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V Tube

1)

2) 3)

schematic

Inside, there is no air. Its a vacuum.  
So, they are called Vacuum or V Tubes.  
They work like this. 
1)  Strong electricity comes in.
2)  Like a gate, Weak e-patterns let 
the strong electricity through.
3) Making a Stronger or amplified  
copy of the e-pattern voice signals.  
The result, is phone calls  
over longer distances.

2)

1)

3)

V Tube
But, there are 
new problems. Weak

In
Strong
Out

> >

I
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This map shows the growth of 
USA phone line networks by 
1940.  Lots of V Tubes are in 
use.  V Tubes use lots of power 
and burn out fast.  Something 
better is needed. 

Need to Improve

16

1940
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Transistors are invented to 
replace V Tubes.  Weak signals  
go in and become stronger signals 
out.  Later, we will see that  
fingernail size transistors  
also act like an on or off switch. 

Transistor

17

1)

3)

Smartphones

transistor

1)

2) 3)

2) 1)  Strong electricity comes in.
2)  Like a switch, Weak e-patterns 
    let strong electricity flow through
3) Making an Amplified copy  
      of the voice e-patterns.



Now, my voice e-patterns  
are received by the phone  
of the person I am calling. 

Before, we see what happens 
next, we need to know how 
Magnets and Electricity  
are related.

Receiver

18

Receiver
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Magnets have two sides  
or poles: north and south. 
Opposite poles, attract. 
Same poles, push apart. 

Magnet

N
S

N

N
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Electromagnet
This is one of the most important facts in  
our modern world.  Electricity flowing in a  
wire makes a magnet, called an electromagnet. 
Also, the reverse is true, turning a wire near 
magnets, makes electricity in a generator.  
This is how electricity in our homes is made.

20

Electricity from  
the battery, flows  
in the wire coil.  
This makes an  
electromagnet.
That attacts the 
metal clips.

Later, we will 
learn more about 
making electricity 
with WAVE 2).

How do we get back to sound?

Smartphones



Speaker
The phone speaker has an  
electromagnet too.  My voice  
e-patterns flow and turn an  
electromagnet on and off. 
This pulls or pushes on anoth-
er magnet.  That shakes a cone 
to make a copy sound of my voice. 

21
A Speaker has wire coil, magnet and cone.
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Land-Line Phone Summary
Let`s Review, the science in land-line 
phones.  The sender`s voice is sound 
waves.  Sound waves change into  
e-patterns.  The phone number tells  
how to route the call.  The e-pattern 
signals flows through telephone  
wires to the receiver. 
E-Patterns turn an electromagnet  
on and off.  This shakes a cone  
that makes a copy sound of my voice.

 Cell phones are next. 

Smartphones
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Cell phones can move around.   
This is why they are called  
mobile phones.  Let’s look at the 
secret science inside cell phones. 

Cell Phone

Smartphones



FFT Rules
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Sound waves enter the cell 
phone.  Special rules called 
FFT*, change the physical 
sound waves into special  
patterns of digital electricity 
e-pulses. 

*FFT = Fast Fourier Transform
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It is like this.  The physical sound 
wave is sampled or cut into many 
slices each second.  Each slice is 
turned into pulses of on or off 
electricity called digital.  Digital 
e-patterns are controlled  
using microprocessor chips. 

Digital

Smartphones
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First, we need to understand the 
science of chips.  Remember, the 
fingernail size transistor used to  
amplify long distance land-line phone 
calls?  Transistors are also switches.  
They are used to control the flow of 
digital e-patterns.  People learned  
to make very tiny transistors. 

Transistors
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The microchip is made of a special 
material called a semi conductor. 
Atoms are added to make  
electricity flow or not. 
Billions of transistors fit in one  
fingernail size Microchip for cell 
phones. The Chip controls the  
on-off flow of voice e-patterns.  

Chips

Next, we back-up and invent Cell phone power.

Close-up of a Chip.  
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Hundreds of years ago, a man named 
Volta put two metals on his tongue.  
He notices a sour taste caused by tiny 
electricity.  He invents the battery.
Simply said, in a battery electricity 
flows from one side, through the  
cell phone and to the other  
side of the battery.

Battery

zinc

copper
salt water
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At first, cell phone batteries  
are huge.  Next, thin Lithium  
batteries are invented. They  
are perfect for small cell phones. 
Battery power is called Steady  
or Direct Current, DC.  

Now, we have power for our digital  
voice signals.  Next, we need more waves.

Lithium Ion Battery

Lithium

special liquid

Carbon
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Alternating Current (AC)  
electricity is made by  
turning wire near magnets.
The wave shows the  
different strengths and  
directions as the AC flows.   
AC flows back and forth over 
50 times a second.  Today,  
AC is in our homes.  Soon,  
we see what it does in  
our cell phones.

WAVE 2)   
AC Electricity Waves

Magnet

Magnet

Turning 
Copper
Wire

AC Electricity Wave
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To recap, when electricity  
flows, there is a magnetic  
field perpendicular to it.  
When AC flows, the electricity   
and joined magnets change many 
times a second.  Keep reading  
to see why this is important.

A cell phone works when  
AC changes into the next wave.

AC Electricity Wave

Magnetic
Field

ele
ct

ric
ity

 flo
ws i

n a
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Any wave, made of nano-bits 
of flowing electricity and 
magnets, is called EM  
or electromagnetic waves. 
What does this have to do 
with cell phones?  Let’s see.

WAVE 3)  EM

Frequency is the number of waves per second.
Different EM Waves have different frequencies.
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In a cell phone, DC electricity 
comes from the battery.  Voice 
is changed into DC e-patterns.  
The chip changes DC into  
different AC e-patterns. 

DC to AC

Next, AC changes into a type of EM.

Smartphones
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The AC signal goes to the cell 
phone antenna.  The antenna 
changes the AC into special  
EM Waves called Radio Waves. 

WAVE 4) - Radio

Cell Phone Radio Wave frequencies 
are millions of waves per second.
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Cell Tower
The cell phone Radio Waves go  
to a cell phone tower antenna. 

Radio Waves
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Computers pick the  
best path to the receiving 
phones.  The phone signals  
are routed via networks of  
other cell towers, land-lines  
and sometimes satellites.

What is the "cell" in a cell phone?
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A cell is a hexagon shaped area where 
phones send & receive signals with towers.   
The cell phone towers are connected into  
a global network.  Based on the phone  
number, computers control where the 
Radio Wave pattern of my voice is sent.  

Cells

Smartphones
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All this happens so fast!  We can talk  
around the world without gaps.  Sound 
changes into digital electricity.  Chips  
change DC into AC. That change into  
Radio Waves and send to Cell  
Towers.  The signal routes are directed  
by computer chips.  For long distance  
calls, satellites are used too.  EM  
Waves travels at the speed of light.  

Scientist Albert Einstein & the Speed of Light.
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Receiver

The final cell tower sends out 
Radio Wave signals to the cell 
phone of the person I am calling.
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Cell Phone Summary
At the receiving cell phone, the  
antenna changes EM Radio Waves 
into digital e-pulses.  Chips send the 
e-patterns to the speaker.  DC moves 
an electromagnet that shakes the air.  
The person I call, hears a copy of the 
sound of my voice.  Wow!  

As amazing as cell phones are, they are not smart. 
Smartphones
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What makes my smartphone, 
smart?  It makes phone calls, 
accesses the internet and has 
Apps.   Cell phone chips have 
millions of transistors. 
Smartphone chips have billions. 
A billion is a thousand million.

Smartphone

Smartphones
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Today, Smartphones are  
not as smart as humans.  The 
human brain has qbout 100 
Billion cells called neurons.
It is estimated, that in 2026 
computer chips will have as 
many transistors as there  
are cells in my brain.

But brain cells have a secret.

Brain cells, called neurons, use electricity.

Smartphones
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Connections

Each brain cell has thousands  
of connections with other  
brain cells.  But brain hardware 
stays the same as computer 
chips continue to improve.  

Our brain can think, 
calculate and also remember.

Smartphones
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Chips (CPU and Memory)
Smartphone chips do the same.  
The Central Processing Unit or CPU  
microprocessor is the smartphone 
“brain”.   Special memory chips called 
RAM store short term memories.  
For example, the directions and data  
the CPU Chip uses to process signals.

Smartphones
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Solid State Drives

Our brains, also have long  
term memory.  Smartphones 
use Solid State Drives with  
special chips to store data  
as electric charges.  When 
needed, the charges change  
and memories flow as on or  
off patterns of electricity.

Solid State Drive

(long term memory)

Smartphones need more than just hardware.
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Software Types

Software are the directions 
that tell my smartphone  
how to do things.
There are two types of 
software in a smartphone:  
OS and Apps.

Smartphones
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Operating Software (OS)
The Operating Software or OS is 
a set of instructions or codes that 
tell computers and smartphones 
what to do.  For example, OS  
organizes the raw data.  It then 
acts the same as traffic lights do 
to cars.  OS controls the data flow 
in and out of chips.  People have 
automatic software that tell us  
to breathe.  OS is like this too.
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Application Software (APP)

The other software is  
called Application or APP.
Apps do things with Digital Data.

But first, we need to learn about the fifth wave.

APPs do actions like: 
take pictures; send 
emails or surf the web.

Smartphones
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WAVE 5) - Light
To recap, there are different EM 
Waves.  Light is one type.  Light has 
more waves per second than Radio 
Waves.  Light wave length is 500 to 700  
nanometers or billionths of a meter 
long.  That is, the same size as bacteria.

The smart phone screen gives off light.

Smartphones
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Light Makers
How is light made?  Light is made by  
the sun; light bulbs; glow sticks and  
some animals.   In a smartphone, light  
is made when electricity flows from high  
energy material to low.  Higher energy  
electrons (N), give off light, when they  
flow into a material of lower energy (P). 

lightlight
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Screen Types

Let’s look at two types  
of smartphone screens:  
LED and LCD. 
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LED
In LEDs, electricity flows from  
high energy negative atoms (with  
excess electrons) to lower energy  
positive atoms.  Light is given off. 
Screens have millions of pixel points. 
Each point is made of 3 very  
tiny LEDs: Red, Green and Blue. 
Chips control transistors for each  
RGB pixel.  Changes to the electricity  
input into each very tiny LED, changes 
the colors we see on the screen. 

LED = Light Emitting Diodes

A smart phone screen has millions of  
RGB points controlled by a computer chip. 
The screen is refreshed >50 times a second.
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 Liquid Crystal Display(LCD) 
LCD screens, start with white LEDs  
called backlight.  An LCD screen has  
millions of RGB point sandwiches. 

The secret to LCDs is the liquid crystal. 
Different amounts of electricity, cause  
the liquid crystals to change the amount  
of light they let pass through.  On top  
of the LCD are RGB colored filters. 

This is one LCD pixel point with RGB  
parts.  The RGB parts turn on or off  
to make the colors we see on the screen.
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What we see on the smartphone 
screen is made by changing the  
light to millions of RGB points.
Each RGB point brightness varies 
from black (0) to bright (255).   
The RGB points blend to make  
the ever changing screen we see.
An LCD screen is controlled by  
chips with tiny transistors too.  
They control the micro amounts  
of electricity to each RGB LCD  
pixel.  Amazing, all App icons,  
pictures and texts, we see on  
the screen are made this way! 

Smartphones "feel" too.
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Simply said, a touchscreen works  
with two very thin wire grids  
on different layers of the screen. 
When we touch the screen, tiny  
bits of electricity flow from one wire, 
through our finger and into the second 
wire.  Chips, sense the message and 
with software, change the signal into 
meaning.  That is, the software knows 
what we are pointing at on the screen. 
The chip then acts on this info  
like to open an App, type text  
or make a phone call. 

 Touch Screen - Info In

In a Touchscreen, tiny electricity flows through  
my finger from one screen layer to another.
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In another type of touch-
screen, the two layers with 
wires actually move a tiny bit. 
That is, my finger pushes  
together the two layers to 
make electricity flow.  Chips 
and software act on the  
contact signal.

Next, the science gets a bit gooey (GUI).

Smartphones
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GUI
Graphical User Interface is how  
humans communicate with the smart-
phone.  By touching GUI Icons, the  
User gives inputs, that instruct the 
Smartphone to do actions.  Examples: 
Touch icons to make a phone call,  
listen to music or search the internet. 

G U I is pronounced, "gooey".
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We use the touchscreen & GUIs when  
we play video games on our smartphones. 

Other GUI Icons

Smartphones
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Games and Sensors 
Video games use sensors like 
accelerometers and gyros.
Smartphone sensors help us  
control video games. Sensors,  
tell angles, position and turns. 

Sensors do more than just play.
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More Sensors
Other sensors like the digital compass 
and GPS work with Map Apps to help 
us find our way with directions. 
Some smartphones even have bio  
sensors which help us with our health. 
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GPS Sidenote 
Global Positioning Satellites or GPS started as 
a US Military Project.  In 1983, a passenger 
plane got lost and entered Soviet Airspace.  
The commercial plane was shot down and all on 
board killed.  In response, President Reagan 
made GPS free for everyone on earth.  
Today, there are other SATNAV Systems: 
GLONASS-Russia; Gallio - Europe; Beidou - 
China: NAVIC - India; QZSS - Japan.

Smartphones also play music and take pictures. 
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Smartphone music is made from digital  
songs saved into solid state memory chips. 
To play, select the music App on the touch-
screen.  Digital memory changes into  
e-pattern flows.  In the speaker, they  
turn an electromagnet on or off that  
shakes the air into sound waves songs. 

Next, we take digital pictures. 
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Lights, Camera, Selfie
EM Waves of light go through the 
glass lens and into the camera sensor.  
Light is turned into digital e-pulses.  
Digital pictures are stored in memory 
chips.  Pictures are also shared with 
other people to make memories.  

Next, more Radio Waves.
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Radios 

Earlier, we learned that cell 
phones work by sending and  
receiving EM Radio Waves. 
Smartphones use these and 
more radio waves too. 
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Short Blue Tooth 
Radio Waves called "Blue Tooth" are 
used by smartphones and computers 
to communicate over short distances 
with devices like printers.  The  
Symbol is Viking Runes H and B  
that mean King Harald Bluetooth.   
Long ago, he connected different 
tribes into one kingdom.  Today,  
Blue Tooth, connects different  
electronic equipment together.

King Bluetooth

Blue Tooth connections
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WiFi Internet Router
WiFi uses Radio Waves to connect 
computers and smartphones to the  
Internet.  WiFi Radio Waves are  
different wave lengths than the  
other smartphone radio waves.  

Need HTML & HTTP before I can use the internet. 
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HTTP & HTML
These make the Internet, easier  
to use.  HTML is the computer  
language that LINKS digital data  
so it is searchable on the Internet.  
This includes linking text, pictures, 
sounds and videos together.
HTTP is the App protocol or rules  
on the way that worldwide data  
is stored & shared on the Internet. 

HTML = HyperText Markup Language

Hypermedia

HTTP = HyperText Transfer Protocol

Notice how website addresses use HTTP.  
Example: https://www.wikipedia.org
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Internet
The first smartphones did three things: 
make phone calls; play music and access  
the Internet.  What is the Internet?
The Internet is hardware and software 
that connects electronic devices  
together into worldwide networks  This 
includes computers and smartphones.  

Internet connects worldwide digital devices together.
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 Internet of Things
The Internet connects more than  
just people.  It also connects things  
to communiciate with each other.
Simply said, the Internet of Things 
(IoT) is where I use my smartphone  
to control things like home heaters, 
lights and appliances. 
The more complicated answer is  
that tiny sensors with chips help  
almost anything to connect and  
communicate via the Internet.
The global business potential is  
huge.  There are also plenty of privacy 
and security concerns.  As a positive,  
imagine being able to manage all the  
devices and data in my life?  Internet 
of Things makes this possible.

The Internet of Things 
connects people and  
everyday objects together 
via the Internet.
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We use the Internet with the next wave too.

 IoT

 My Internet of Things! My Internet of Things!
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WAVE 6) - Data Surf 
We say "surf" to mean search linked data  
via the Internet to answer our questions.  
We call Wave 6, Data Surf.  What is the 
worldwide web (www)?  The www is all the 
data that we create, store and search  
on the Internet.  This includes all our-
texts, documents, pictures and videos etc. 

Wave 6 is  
Surfing Waves of  
Internet data to  

answer our questions.
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Surf`s Up 

The Sixth Wave starts in the sea of 
unorganized, raw digital data.   Data  
are all the text, words, numbers,  
pictures and videos on the Internet.  
We search or surf, web data on  
subjects that interest us.    
The results become information.   
Information is organized data that  
humans and machines understand.

data 
InformationInformation

Raw DataRaw Data

Chat Bots help us Surf Waves of Data.
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Chat Bots 

A digital, Virtual Assistant,  
also called a "Chat Bot" replies  
to voice questions from humans  
to help us search the Internet.

Examples are:  SIRI, Cortana,  
Bixby, Google Assistant and Alexa.
SIRI in Norwegian means,  
"a woman who leads us to victory."

We can access Rare and Interesting Facts.
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More than just learning information is needed.

Rare Earth Elements
Our Internet surfing teaches 
us that all the known universe 
is made of about 100 elements.  
The human body is mainly made 
of 15 elements.  Smartphones 
are made of about 75 or 3/4th 
of all the natural elements.
We also learn that mining for 
smartphone materials creates 
pollution.  Environmental  
sustainability is a challenge.

Mining Rare Earth Elements for Smartphones.
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WAVE 7) - OK Wave
To be useful, organized Information 
needs to be applied as Knowledge.   
Imagine the sum of all humanities  
collective knowledge in one place?    
Next, make it easy to access for  
everyone too.  This is Wave Seven,  
the On-Line Knowledge or OK- Wave. 
It is a multimedia multi-verse of  
searchable  and usable knowledge  
freely available to everyone on earth. 
No longer are we humans divided by  
those who have access to education  
and those who don`t.   There is equal  
access for all.  May we use the OK Wave 
connections for all humanity to improve 
our own lives and our world.  Let`s  
progress together on earth and  
into human suburbs in space.

OK-Waves are about sharing Knowledge worldwide.
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OK-Wave Connections

Imagine a world, where we all learn  
according to our own interests and  
abilities.  Access to data, information 
and knowledge will still take personal 
energy and persistence.  Imagine work-
ing together to cure world poverty in 
hearts, minds and pockets?  The poten-
tial of the OK-Wave Connections is to 
giv everyone equal opportunity..  

Smartphones



People of Science
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Smartphones are built on the shoulders  
of centuries of scientists hard work.  
Often, near endless toil of trial and  
error experiments.  From discovering  
electricity and elements, to inventing  
electronics.  From sound waves to AC  
electricity to EM waves.  It takes  
understanding light before there  
is an Age of Enlightenment. 

Smartphones don`t grow on trees,  
people are needed to make them.
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Made By People
Plenty of machines and robots make 
smartphone parts.  But, at the time 
of writing this book, most of the 100 
steps to assemble smartphones are 
done by human workers hands.
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Share Wisdom
After we personally apply knowledge, 
there is one more activity to do.  
That is, to share the wisdom of what 
we know, with others.  Smartphones, 
with smooth Internet access,  
simplify sharing Knowledge globally.
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data 
InformationInformation

Raw DataRaw Data

KnowledgeKnowledge

ShareShare
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Smarter People 
A human brain has billions of brain cells.  Each 
neuron has thousands of connections.  The 
Internet connects billions of devices.  Each 
one with billions of transistors.  In the past, 
humans progressed from stone to metal ages, 
to the silicon age and now to the Info Age with 
global OK-Waves Connections.  Human history 
is full of contrasts of steps forward and slides 
backwards into many dark ages.  The constant  
to all our progress, is the free flow of positive 
Knowledge.  May we use electronics, including 
our smartphones to make smarter people too.
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Conclusion

What positive impact will result 
when billions of people connect  
our billions of smartphones and 
computers?

May we have a re-birth  
of learning and realize a global 
"Light Age" of Enlightenment 2.0. 

Where human knowledge is saved 
in one connected, collective freely 
shared database.  Individuals self 
propel to improve each own life,  
then our families and equally all 
humanity. 

It is worth a try!
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Light Ages 2.0

May Smartphones enable  
Smarter, Sharing  and more Caring People.
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Watch  Smartphone  VIDEO
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Smartphones 
- with 7 Waves

1) Sound                    2) AC                   3) EM

4) Radio                    5) Light               6) Web Surf

7) OK-Waves

Smartphone ONE PAGER
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Smartphone  VIDEO Script
i-1)  Welcome to Smartphone Science with 7 Waves
i-2) What makes, my phone smart?
i-3) Let’s see the science inside telephones, cell phones & smartphones?
1-1)The word telephone means “far sound”.
Phones send my voice to my far away friends.
2-1) WAVE ONE, Sound
2-2) Shaking things make sounds.
2-3) Sounds are physical waves in the air.
3-1) Vocal cords shake the air in a pattern of my voice.
3-2) Sound does NOT travels very far.
4-1) My Ears hear sounds.
4-2) Ears change sounds into electricity
4-3) Ears send the e-signals to my brain.
4-4) What is electricity?
5-1) Electricity is a form of energy.
5-2) We see electricity, When Lightning flows from sky to earth.
6-1) In a phone, sound changes into electricity e-patterns of my voice.
7-1) The phone number tells where to send my call.
8-1) Electric switches send my e-voice to the correct wires.
9-1) At first, long distant calls use V-Tubes to make the electrical signals 
stronger. V-Tubes are expensive and burn out often.  Something better is 
needed.
10-1)  Later, Transistors are invented to replace V Tubes.
10-2) With science, Weak signals go in and Strong signals come out.
10-3) Later, we will see that transistors also act as switches.
11-1) The e-patterns of my voice.
11-2) Flow through wires and switches to my friends.
11-3) Next, we need to know that Magnets and Electricity are related.
12-1) Magnets have two sides or poles: north and south.
Opposite poles, attract. Same poles, push apart. 
13-1)This is one of the most important facts of our modern world.
13-2) Electricity flowing in a wire makes a magnet, called an electromagnet.
13-3) Also, the reverse is true, turning wire near magnets, makes electric-
ity.
13-4) This is how electricity in our homes is made.
13-5) Also, how electric motors work.
14)  Later, we see how Speakers use electromagnets too.
15-1) Cell phones are next.
15-2) Cell phones can move around.
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Smartphone  VIDEO Script
16-1) First, physical sound waves change into electricity inside the phone.
16-2) Cell phones use battery power to do this.
17-1) Early cell phone batteries are huge.
17-2) Next, thin Lithium batteries are invented. Perfect!
17-3) Battery power is called Direct Current, DC.
17-4) Next, we need more waves.
18-1) WAVE TWO is AC.
18-2) Battery electricity, changes into AC Electricity waves.
18-3) We have AC electricity, in our homes.
18-4) Cellphones work, when AC changes into the next wave.
19-1) Remember, when Electricity flows in a wire, it makes a magnet.
20-1) WAVE THREE is called EM.
Very tiny bits of electricity join with very small magnets.
20-2) These waves are called electromagnetic or EM.
20-3) Changing the number or frequency of waves per second changes 
the type of EM.
20-4) What does this mean to my phone?
21-1) WAVES FOUR are called Radio Waves.
21-2) AC signals go to my cell phone antenna.
21-3) AC electricity changes into special EM Waves called Radio Waves.
21-4) Radio waves fly through air and space.
21-5) Radio waves are Millionths of a meter long.
21-6) My cell phone works because of EM Radio Waves.
22-1) The cell phone Radio Waves go to cell tower antennas.
23-1) Here, computers pick the best path
23-2) To route my call.
23-3) This includes a network of other cell towers, landlines and some-
times satellites.
24-1) What makes my smartphone smart?
24-2) Smartphone chips are thousands of times better than cell phone 
chips.
25-1) Today, Smartphones are not as smart as humans.
25-2) The human brain has about 100 Billion cells.
25-3) In about 10 years, computer chips may have the same  
number of transistors.
25-4) But, the human brain cell has a secret.
25-5) Each brain cell has thousands of inter-connections
25-6) Which today, make human brains smarter than computer chips.
26-1) Smartphones use Solid State Drives with special chips to store data.
26-2) Smartphones need more than just hardware.
27-1) Software are directions and applications or APPs.
27-2) Software tells smartphones what to do and how to so it.
27-3) APPs do actions like: take pictures; send emails or surf the web.
27-4) First, we need the next wave.
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Everyday Objects

Smartphones

Smartphone  VIDEO Script
28-1) WAVE FIVE is Light.
28-2) Light is a type of EM Wave.
28-3) The sun and My smartphone screen gives off light.
28-4) Light waves are Billionths of a meter long.
28-5) This is over a thousand times smaller than Radio Waves.
29-1) How is smartphone light made?
30-1) Higher energy electrons (N), flow into low energy material (P). 
These, LEDs, give off light
30-2) Screens have millions of Red, Green & Blue points called sub-pixels.
30-3) Chips control the fast flow of electricity to change the screen pictures.
31-1) We input info into the phone via the touchscreen.
31-2) Next, the science gets a bit gooey (GUI).
32-1) Graphical User Interface or Gooey, is how I “talk” with my smartphone.
32-2) By touching GUI Icons, I input instructions to my smartphone.
33-1) I use smartphone sensors like accelerometers & gyros  
- to play video games.
33-2) Sensors do more than just play.
34-1) Other sensors like the digital compass & GPS work with Map Apps.
35-1) Smartphones also make music
35-2) Sounds are made from songs saved in digital memory.
35-3) The Speaker has an electromagnet connected to a cone  
 to turn the e-patterns back into sounds.
35-4) Next, we take digital pictures.
36-1) Light changes into e-patterns for digital pictures.
36-2) We take selfie pictures and share with more Radio Waves.
37-1) Remember, cell phones work with EM Radio Waves?
37-2) Smartphones also use other Radio Waves for Blue Tooth & WiFi.
38-1) With EM Radio Waves we connect to the Internet.
38-2) We use the Internet with the next wave.
39-1) WAVE SIX is www Data Surf.
39-2) I “Surf” the worldwide web to search for answers to MY questions.
39-3) Chat Bots help me Surf Waves of Data.
39-4) The Internet connects worldwide computers together  
 to enable the last Wave.
40-1) WAVE SEVEN is about OK-Waves
40-2) With our smartphones, we share On-Line Knowledge  
 or OK Waves.
40-3) OK- Waves are the useful data, that we share  
 with everyone on our connected Earth.
C-1) This video ends at the start of OK-Wave Connections
C-2) Imagine a world, where everyone has access to  
 all the worlds knowledge.
C-3) Image, we apply OK-Waves to positively improve  
 our own lives and our peaceful societies?
C-4) Now, that is smart science!



Most people on earth have smartphones.  Its  Most people on earth have smartphones.  Its  
the most wanted products ever made.  They  the most wanted products ever made.  They  
are millions of times smarter than the  are millions of times smarter than the  
computers that landed people on the moon.   computers that landed people on the moon.   
Smartphones are hand held.  But they put  Smartphones are hand held.  But they put  
centuries of Science within our reach.  They  centuries of Science within our reach.  They  
are complex like living creatures, but the basic  are complex like living creatures, but the basic  
Science inside smartphones is easy to understand.  Science inside smartphones is easy to understand.  
With seven waves, we see the Science that are  With seven waves, we see the Science that are  
the basic building blocks insides smartphones.   the basic building blocks insides smartphones.   
This book also explores the interface between This book also explores the interface between 
smartphones and our own intelligence.smartphones and our own intelligence.

1) Sound                    2) AC                   3) EM

4) Radio                    5) Light                 6) Web

7) OK-Waves

Back Cover
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Smartphones - 7 Objects Before AppsSmartphones - 7 Objects Before Apps
    Lesson PlanLesson Plan

PREPPREP
a) Read ONE PAGER.a) Read ONE PAGER.
b) Read  Lesson Plansb) Read  Lesson Plans
c) Watch the Videoc) Watch the Video
d) Read Teacher Guide.  d) Read Teacher Guide.  
 Prepare class presentation Prepare class presentation
e) Read, “Smartphones - Objects Before Apps” e) Read, “Smartphones - Objects Before Apps” 
 in the “Science Enlights” eBook in the “Science Enlights” eBook
f) Copy pages for the Students.f) Copy pages for the Students.

PRESENTATIONPRESENTATION
f) Present overview to the Students  f) Present overview to the Students  
 including ONE PAGER and Hand-outs. including ONE PAGER and Hand-outs.
g) Read the eBook together as a class.g) Read the eBook together as a class.
h) Do experimentsh) Do experiments
i) Watch the Video   i) Watch the Video   

POSTPOST
j) Students do “Try This” assignments.j) Students do “Try This” assignments.
k) Do “scI-Q Summary -Integrate Science”.k) Do “scI-Q Summary -Integrate Science”.
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b) Watch Video
Smartphones - 7 Objects Before AppsSmartphones - 7 Objects Before Apps

ScienceScience
EnlightsEnlights

Douglas J. AlfordDouglas J. Alford

scI-QscI-Q

See the eBook, “Science Enlights”  See the eBook, “Science Enlights”  
for the Script of this Video.for the Script of this Video.
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1) Cameras

Cameras come before Photo Apps  
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 Camera Science

Light bounces off objects,  
bends through lenses and 
goes inside the cameras.
The first cameras use film 

to capture pictures.

filmfilm 
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Today, digital cameras turn light into e-Bits.

sensor

e-Bits
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Question?

TRY THIS!  - Cameras

What different cameras can you find  
on the Internet?  Cut and Paste below.



Take Pictures

We have gone from separate cameras
to smartphone pictures including selfies.

FROM TO
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2) Maps

Paper Maps come before GPS Map Apps  
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 Map Science

Today, Global Position Satellites, called GPS, 
send out EM Waves to our Smartphones.   
The smartphone knows its location.  Next, the 
phone uses Radio Waves and software to talk 
with the map App database to plan our trips. 
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Question?
TRY THIS!  - Maps

Search the Internet for examples  
of paper maps.  Cut and paste below.
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Find Directions

We have gone from separate paper  
maps to smartphone Map Apps.

FROM TO
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3) Music Players

Separate Music Players come before Music Apps.  
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 Music Science

Sound Wave change into: Record Grooves; CD 
L-Bits and Smartphone Music e-Bit patterns.
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Question?

TRY THIS!  - Music

Search the Internet for examples  
of music players.  Cut and paste below.



Listen to Music

We have gone from separate music  
players to smartphone with speakers.

FROM TO
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4) Video

Separate Video Players and  
Recorders come before Video Apps.  
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Video Science

In the past, Light and Sound Waves change into 
e-Bits that are recorded onto M-Bit Tapes.  Today, 

smartphones record, play and stream videos.

M-BitsM-Bits

e-Bitse-Bits

VHS Tape
VHS Tape
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Question?

TRY THIS!  - Video

Search the Internet for examples of video 
camera and players.  Cut and paste below.



Take & Watch Video

We have gone from separate video cameras and  
players to shooting and streaming smartphone videos.

FROM TO
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5) Letters, Texts, emails

In the past, letters are handwritten, typed  
on typewriters and then mailed separately.  Today,  
we send texts & emails instantly around the world. 
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 Letter Science
In the past,Typewriter keys push ink letters onto 
pages. Today, we still use the same keyboard. Our 
touch letters turns into e-Bits that make our texts

The keys use levers.
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typewritertypewriter



Question?
TRY THIS!  - Letter Writers

Search the Internet for ways  
to write letters.  Cut and paste below.

Hints: hand write, type writer, keyboard.
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Type Texts

We have gone from separate  
letters to smartphone texts.

FROM TO
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6) Search

Separate Library Books come before Search Apps.  
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 Search Science

Websites start out as islands of isolated data. Search 
Engines take lessons from how the human brain works.
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Brain cells, called neurons link together  
to make our memories and minds.
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Search Engines use software spiderbots to map  
the Internet with billions of websites.  When  
we Search, we use this huge Index Database.
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Question?

TRY THIS!  - Search Surf

Surf the Internet for examples  
of Research and Search.  Cut and paste below.



Search for Answers

We have gone from searching separate  
books to smartphone Internet queries.

FROM TO
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7) Telephone

Separate, wired-in-place, landline phones  
come before mobile smartphones.  
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 Landline Phone Science

A) Sound enters the mic. B) DC electricity  
changes into e-Bit patterns of my voice.

C) e-Bits travel over wires to the Receiver.
D) e-Bits turn an electromagnet On or Off. 

E) That shake the speaker to make sound waves.

C)

E)

D)

A)

B)

Sound -> e-Bits -> Electromagnet -> Sound

DC 
electricity
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 Cell Phone Science

Sound> e-Bits> R-Waves> e-Bits> Electromagnet> Sound

Cell phones work like landline phone with  
the addition that e-Bits change into  

C2) Radio Waves that talk with Towers.
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 Smartphone Science

Smartphones work like cell phones work  
with the addition of more antennas and Apps.
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Question?

TRY THIS! -Phones Then & Now

Search the Internet for examples  
of landline phones, cell phones and  
smartphones.  Cut and paste below.



Make Phone Calls

We have gone from landline phones locked in  
one place to mobile smartphones with Internet.

FROM TO
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Conclusion,
Smartphones - 7 Objects Before Apps

0) Many of our smartphone  0) Many of our smartphone  
Apps were once separate objects.Apps were once separate objects.

1) 1) With With Camera Apps,Camera Apps, bits of light   bits of light  
become e-Bits for our digital pictures.become e-Bits for our digital pictures.

2) 2) With With Map Apps.Map Apps.  Satellites, R-Waves,   Satellites, R-Waves, 
software with Map Databases and  software with Map Databases and  
smartphones all work together  smartphones all work together  
to help us find our way.to help us find our way.  

3) With  3) With  Music AppsMusic Apps e-Bit patterns  e-Bit patterns 
power electromagnets that push and  power electromagnets that push and  
pull on tiny speakers to make sounds. pull on tiny speakers to make sounds. 
  
4) With  4) With  Video Apps,Video Apps, the smartphone   the smartphone  
camera tqkes over 20 pictures a second camera tqkes over 20 pictures a second 
that are in sync with recorded sounds.that are in sync with recorded sounds.
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Conclusion,
Smartphones - 7 Objects Before Apps

5) 5) With With email Apps,email Apps, we type texts &  we type texts & 
emails by touching smartphone screens.emails by touching smartphone screens.
L-Bits become e-Bits, sent as R-Waves L-Bits become e-Bits, sent as R-Waves 
to our receivers.to our receivers.

6) With 6) With Search Apps.Search Apps.  we connect    we connect  
with worldwide on-line knowledge.   with worldwide on-line knowledge.   
We also make the digital data we  We also make the digital data we  
create, searchable. create, searchable. 

7) Before our smartphones are smart, 7) Before our smartphones are smart, 
they are phones.  they are phones.  Phone AppsPhone Apps work   work  
with the Science.  Sound Waves with the Science.  Sound Waves 
changes to e-Bits and R-Waves then changes to e-Bits and R-Waves then 
back to e-Bits and Sound Waves.back to e-Bits and Sound Waves.
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scI-Q SummaryscI-Q Summary
Smartphones - Objects Before APPsSmartphones - Objects Before APPs

Phones, cameras, music and video players were  Phones, cameras, music and video players were  
once separate objects.  All these objects and  once separate objects.  All these objects and  

more are integrated into our smartphones.  Sensors, more are integrated into our smartphones.  Sensors, 
hardware and software work together to turn sound hardware and software work together to turn sound 

waves into e-Bits, M-Bits and R-Waves that all  waves into e-Bits, M-Bits and R-Waves that all  
get displayed with colorful bits of light.  But  get displayed with colorful bits of light.  But  
it takes electricity to power the On Buttons. it takes electricity to power the On Buttons. 



With the Apps on my hand-held With the Apps on my hand-held 
smartphone, I do actions that  smartphone, I do actions that  
once took separate objects.once took separate objects.

1) 1) 

2) 2) 

3)3) 4) 4) 

5) 5) 

6) 6) 

7) 7) 
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iii

Smartphone 
Objects Before Apps

Before smartphones, these  
are all separate objects.
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Before Smartphone Applications,  
there are separate objects.
For easier translations for the  
international versions, present tense  
verbs are used throughout this book.

© Copyright © Copyright Inde Ed ProjectInde Ed Project (Alford Books) (Alford Books)
 2020.  All rights reserved.    2020.  All rights reserved.   

Teachers may copy this book for classroom use. Teachers may copy this book for classroom use. 
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 Camera

Before the Photo Apps, there are cameras.
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A camera lens focuses light onto film.  The film can  
only take up to 36 pictures before more film is needed.

After the photos have been  
taken, the film is full.  You  
still can’t see the pictures yet.
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The film is taken to a special store. 
The pictures are developed onto photo  
paper.  The photos are stored in albums.
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Next, digital cameras are invented. 
Lenses shine light onto special sensors 
instead of film.  Sensors turn pictures 
into patterns of electricity that are 
saved as pictures.
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Today, we do not need a separate 
camera.  We take pictures with  
Photo Apps on our smartphones.

Smartphone cameras  
enable selfie pictures.

There are even Photo Apps to remove red  
eyes and wrinkles from the digital pictures.
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Inside the smartphone, tiny lenses focus light  
onto a sensor.  Software turns the picture  
into digital patterns.  Photos are stored  
in the smartphone’s memory.
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Digital photos can be shared  
instantly with other smartphones.

The challenge is storing and  
organizing so many on-line pictures.  

Also, separate cameras still  
take the best quality pictures.

We need maps 
to help us find 
the places to 
take pictures of.
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Printed Maps and Apps

Before smartphone Map Apps  
like Google Maps and Apple Maps,
there are hard-copies of printed maps.

The printed maps are only 
good for one place.  That is, 
when we go to other places,  
we have to buy new maps.
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Today, we don’t need separate  
paper maps.  We get our  
directions from Map Apps.

Map Apps even reroute  
us when we get lost.
This is a feature  
I use often.
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Today, Global Position Satellites,  
called GPS, send out signals to  
our Smartphones.  The smartphone 
knows its location.  Next, the  
phone talks with the maps  
database to plan our trips. 
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This is an interesting example of the power of on-line maps.  
At first, Google Maps made a mistake. It said that a piece of 
Costa Rica was part of Nicaragua. In 2010, the Nicaraguan 
Military seized the land. Later, they withdrew.  Google has 
since corrected the on-line map error. It is amazing how  
well on-line maps do with helping us with directions.

When we travel, we need to know what time it is.
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 Clocks & Calendars

Before the Time Apps,there are separate  
clocks, alarm clocks, watches and calendars.
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In the past, clock springs and gears turn  
hands to keep time.  Bells ring to wake us  
up.  Later, alarm clocks are electric.   
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A calendar is a list of days,  
months and years.  In the past,  
calendars are only printed on paper.   
On-line schedules and calendar  
apps are much easier to use.
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Somehow with all this time at our finger-
tips, we are still late for meetings.  Often, 
in meetings or shopping we need to do math.

Today, we don’t need separate clocks  
and calendars.  Time Apps tell us  
the time and date and wake us up too. 

Smartphones - Objects

Today, smartphone  
sensors and software 
tell us the time and 
weather around  
the world.
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Calculator

Before the Math Apps,
there are handheld calculators.
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Different calculators do different tasks.  
For example, there are separate calculators 
for accountants, engineers and scientists.
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Today,  we do not need separate calculators.  
Smartphones come with simple calculators.   
There are also additional Math Apps  
for higher math and more functions.

Math Apps help but the human  
still has to do the thinking.
While we do math, we can listen to music.
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Music

Before the Music Apps, there are round 
LP records and later compact disks (CD). 

19

Songs are stored as record grooves and CD micro peaks.
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Records and CD`s have  
their own separate players.

record player

CD player
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Groves on the LP record,  
wiggle needles. This shakes  
the speaker to make sounds.
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Under a microscope, you can see that CD’s have peaks  
and valleys called pits.  The peaks bounce the laser light.  
The digital light patterns are changed into electricity   
in a sensor and then into sound in the speaker.
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Records and CDs can only  
play a few songs.  Today,  
It is amazing that Music 
Apps can play thousands  
of songs on demand.

Listening is nice but we to want to hear and see videos too.
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Video

Before the Video Apps,there  
are movie cameras and projectors.

movie projector
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To record action, movie cameras take over 20  
pictures a second.  The first movie cameras use film.  
Next, video cameras record onto magnetic tapes.

film

film
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At a theater, movie projectors use  
bright lights to shine through the film.  
The movie is shown onto a huge screen.
Popcorn, candy and snacks are expensive.
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Later, videos are stored on VHS  
tapes and then next onto DVD’s.

Smartphones - Objects
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It is amazing that movies have gone from  
theaters to personal TV`s and smartphones. 

More than just watching videos, people want to play games.
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Video Games

Before the Game Apps,
there are arcades and then
home TV consoles and controls.
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In 1980’s, video games are played by paying 
quarter coins into machines at arcades.  Next, 
video gaming systems hook-up to the home TV.
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Now days, downloaded software  
Game Apps and smartphone sensors 
explode the use of video games.  
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Zombies, ninjas, fighters, soldiers,  
adventurers, racers, sports players  
are all examples of video games  
available on smartphones. 
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The ease of access to games on smartphones  
contributes to concern about video game addiction.

Video games also connect players via the Internet.   
Often, we just want to send short notes to someone. 
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 Text and e-mail
Before Text and e-Mail Apps, people  
write letters by hand with pen and paper. 

It costs money to mail the letters.   
Hand mailed letters are called snail- 
mail because they take days to deliver.
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It is amazing to go from  
hand written letters to  
on-line texts and e-mails.   

But, just like snail-mail, 
e-mail gets lots of junk 
mails and adverts.  
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Today, we text and e-mail instantly  
with others around the world.

The challenge is that sometimes, we  
hit the send button before thinking  
through what we are saying - oops!  
There is no “un-do” for on-line e-mail.

Sometimes, we search the Internet for  
something interesting to share in our e-mails.
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Internet Searches

Books are stored on shelves at public libraries.

clipart.com

Before Internet searches, people  
with access, research at libraries.
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Library searches include looking up  
topics in special books called encyclopedias.
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Drawers of catalog cards are searched by  
hand to find books on subjects of interest.

The books are stored on rows after rows  
of shelves.  Each book has a special number 
called Dewey Decimal code to help us find  
the right book.  There is a lot of running  
around to get all the books we need.
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In the past, there are several attempts to  
store the world’s data.  Only a few people  
can access this data. 
Today, the world-wide-web links humanity`s 
knowledge.  Free access connects humans  
and kindles the hopeful quest for world peace.

Alford Books

www.wikpedia.org

www.alfordbooks.com

International Institute of Bibliography
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It is amazing to go from limited  
shelves of library books to hand- 
held on-line Internet searches.
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Today, we have a world of information at our finger 
tips.  We just have to show interest, ask questions  
and search the Internet.  With access to so much  
information, it is easy to get overwhelmed by the 
mountains of data.
The challenge is to stay focused on one basic 
question at a time.  Summarize the answer without 
drowning in the sea of on-line data. Often, we are  
over-entertained at the expense of being informed.
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Sometimes, we just want to call someone.
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Cell Phone
Before cell phones,
there are telephones that are  
locked in place with land-lines.
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Back then, home and work have land-line 
phones.  When you want to make a call  
at places in between, you have to find  
a pay phone.  Many people today cannot  
remember a time before cell phones. They 
cannot image the amount of inconvenience 
by not having a portable cell phone.
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Everywhere we use our cell phones, there  
are towers and base stations. Cell phones  
use Radio Waves to talk with tower  
antennas.  The base stations connect  
to each other and land-lines.

Global tower stations and telephone lines connect cell phones.
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All this happens so fast that we can talk  
with others around the world without delay.

Wow!  Today, smartphones sure can do a lot!
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In the past, these are all separate objects.
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Smartphones replace all these  
objects with software apps and sensors.
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Long ago, people searched for a magic stone 
that would change anything into gold.  Today, 
smartphones “magically” change separate  
objects into Apps.  Data is the new gold rush!

data

1849, panning for gold

Smartphones - Objects

Philosopher`s
stone 
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Smartphones offer us a world of golden 
opportunities to realize our own creativity  
with on-line tools and global connectivity. 

 Conclusion
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Alford   Books

Cameras, alarm clocks and video game  
consoles were all once their own separate 
objects.  Today, these items and many 
more are part of our phones.  Inside this 
book, is the story of the objects before 
they became smartphone apps.
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Smartphone  ONE PAGER

Smartphones - Objects

1) Camera1) Camera

2) Maps2) Maps

3) Music3) Music 4) Video4) Video

5) Mail5) Mail

6) Search6) Search

7) Phone7) Phone
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Smartphone  VIDEO Script

i-1) Welcome to Smartphones
i-2) Seven Objects Before They’re Apps
i-3) May SMART phones lead to SMARTER people!
1-1) At first, cameras use film.
1-2) Next, inside digital cameras...
1-3) Light shines on a sensor to capture pictures.
1-4) Today, Photo Apps use tiny sensors
1-5) to take digital pictures too
1-6) We’ve gone from separate cameras
1-7) to selfies.
2-1) At first, maps are printed on paper
2-2) New places, need new maps for us to find directions.
2-3) Next, global satellites, GPS
2-4) Send location and time signals to separate receivers. 
2-5) Today, Map Apps use GPS, tiny sensors and software  
 for us to find directions.
2-6) We’ve gone from paper maps
2-7) to easily finding new places.
3-1) At first, “Groovy” records make music
3-2) Later, records are replaced by CD`s
3-3) In a CD Player, Light becomes on or off patterns...
3-4) that turn into sounds in the speakers.
3-5) Today, Music Apps use songs, stored as digital memory
3-6) to make music
3-7) We’ve gone from separate records and CD`s  
 to playing and recording smartphone sounds.
4-1) At first, movie cameras use film
4-2) Next, video cameras use tape.
4-3) Then, digital video cameras use sensors and memory
4-4) to record video.
4-5) Video cameras take over 20 still pictures a second.
4-6) Today, Video Apps use
4-7) the camera for pictures
4-8) and microphone for sound.
4-9) software keeps pictures and sounds in sync
4-10) We’ve gone from separate movie cameras
4-11) to smartphone that records and plays video.
4-12) We also play video games
4-13) with More sensors and action filled software.
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Smartphone  VIDEO Script

5-1) At first, letters are written by hand.
5-2) Next, typewriters type letters.
5-3) We pay to mail the letters by post.
5-4) It takes days or weeks for letters to be delivered.
5-5) Today, email Apps use touchscreen and software
5-6) to write texts and emails.
5-7) We’ve gone from slow letters
5-8) to instant emails delivered worldwide.
6-1) At first, library books are used to search for subjects.
6-2) Can you imagine
6-3) Drive to the library
6-4) Search card decks
6-5) to find books
6-7) to search for data? Lots of work for little information.
6-8) Today, Search Apps quickly connect to the global Internet  
 that seems endless.
6-9) We search the world’s knowledge at our fingertips.
6-10) We’ve gone from separate books
6-11) to worldwide web searches. Wow!
6-12) Just one more …
7-1) At first, telephones are land-locked in one place.
7-2) Next, cell phones make calls on the move.
7-3) Cell phones use radio waves
7-4) to connect to global tower networks and telephone lines.
7-5) Today, Phone Apps, change sounds into radio waves
7-6) to make worldwide phone calls.
7-7) Wifi and Blue Tooth use radio waves too.
7-8) We’ve gone from separate phones
 to connected smartphones. Now to end.
C-1) (smartphone ringtones) Hello!
Yes, It once took all of these, (7 objects)
C-2) to do what my smartphone can do today.
C-3) I take pictures;
C-4) find directions;
C-5) listen to music;
C-6) take and play videos
C-7) send e-mails
C-8) search the Internet;
C-9) and of course! Make phone calls
C-10) All, with my handheld smartphone.
C-11) Ok then thanks for the call. Bye! Bye!
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